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ABsrRAc'i" oi?‘ DISiCLOSURE I 
A work‘ support for household operations._ The work 

support has'la'b'as'e‘fsheefhaving a pair‘of intersecting 
edges. A pair of upright sheets have bottom edges joined 
to these intersecting edges,‘i'e'spec‘tively, and the upright 
sheets are joined to each otherto=de?ne a vertical‘iarris'. 

-__ 

Background of the invention 

The invention relates to work supports as used for 
protecting an underlying table or the like from dirt pro 
duced during certain manual operations, such as house 
hold tasks. 
For many different household tasks, such as opening 

tins, removing dirt from objects, or peeling potatoes, other 
vegetables or fruit, it is customary to place a \work support 
on which the articles, on which the tasks are being per 
formed, can be rested, and which catches peelings or 
spilled tin'contents. For this purpose various means can 
be used, such as paper from a special pack, old newspaper, 
cloths, bowls or trays. After use the paper can be thrown 
away while the other objects used must be emptied and 
washed. In both cases it is inconvenient to have to dispose 
of the dirty material. When used for the purposes indi 
cated, paper has the disadvantage that it takes up a large 
amount of space in the trash-bin, in which it is placed 
after use. 

Summary 0]‘ the invention 
One ohject of the present invention is to provide a 

work support which is‘ specially adapted for use as such 
and, while not hindering a person performing various 
manual operations over it, prevents peelings or the like 
being strewn about on the table or the like on which the 
work support is placed. 
The present invention consists in a work support, for 

purposes of the type described, comprising a base sheet 
and upright sheets, which are attached at their bottom 
edges to, at least, two of the edges of the base sheet and 
are joined ogether to form a vertical arris. The upright 
sheets can be folded together Iwith the base sheet. 
Owing to this shape of the work support, a niche-like 

structure is created, which can be used for manual tasks. 
The base sheet and the upright sheet are preferably made 
of one piece of material, that is to say, made without 
joints which might allow dirt deposited on the base sheet 
to run out onto the supporting table. Owing to the fact 
that the work support is preferably made so that it can 
be folded together, in the manner of a book, and there 
fore only take up a very small fraction of the space it 
takes up when ready for use, it- can be made so as to 
have a large height, width and breadth when in the work 
ing position. The dirt, even if in a large quantity, de 
posited in the work support can easily be removed since 
it can be gathered together in the corner. 

'In accordance with a preferred feature of the invention, 
the base sheet is arranged to fold up between the upright 
sides. As a result, a packet-like form is achieved, which 
is technically advantageous. 
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In accordance with a further feature of the invention, 
in ordento‘l'engthenlthe- working life of the "worki’support 
and; make -<it ‘cleaner to-‘us‘e'f'th'ezbase sheet- and- the-‘inner 
faces- of the“ upright‘- sheetslf'are'\covered~#with~-a‘number» of 
superposed-1 leaves-,1 5 preferably "offlwater'proof paper';"- of 
which; after use} thelltop'rnos't'leaf isrtorniom folded up 
to form a closed bag with the ‘dirt or>othei1~re ') u‘elpr'or 
duced during use in-vit,"and~'thrown away-a1 ~>~ll1~ 1-‘! 
‘*“l‘he ‘superposed leaves'ec'anlfvorma block and have lines 
of :weakness for facilitating tearing‘ off.’ 91¢" $1141‘ 
~ -Mea’n's~<can'be ~provided,":-)such-~as a band, for holding 

the 'work support in the foldedvpositiorrit-lm .- ~ ‘ ~'The*basersh'eet- can ‘be in'lth'e formtof- a segment of a 

circle; .>\ .Q-l ‘1" -;,'. W‘ J»: E;-_ ‘.al' ....;.1. ‘It; ;.. .X J L 

In accordance with a further feature of the invention, 
we also provide‘ a'block of; leaveslforilining’éa work sup 
port in accordance with thera'bovei'i-T’he inventionilt-herei 
fore irfcludes suchiaiblockaioflleaves, the block-having‘; ‘at 
least, three ' intersectingwon-jointed} sides" forming-three” 
arrises, which run together to form a corner; ' 

Brief description of drawings 
One embodiment of the invention is now described 

with reference to the accompanying drawings. 
FIG. 1 is a perspective side view of a work support in 

accordance with the invention, in the position ready for 
use. 

FIG. 2 shows the work support folded together. 
FIG. 3 is a section on the line III—II'I of FIG. 1 on 

a larger scale. 
FIG. 4 illustrates the use of the work support in ac 

cordance with the invention. 

Description 0]‘ a preferred embodiment 

The work support consists of a sector-shaped base 
sheet 1, from whose lateral edges 2 and 3 upright sheets 
4 and 5, forming screens, extend. These sheets 4 and 5 
are joined to de?ne a common arris 6. As shown in FIG. 
2, they can be folded together, the base sheet 1 being 
provided with a folding line 7 so that it can fold up be 
tween them, so that a pocket-like or book-like shape re 
sults. The work support can be held in the folded position 
by means such as a tab 8 (FIG. 1) or a band 9 (FIG. 2). 
The base sheet and the inner faces of the upright sheets 

4 and 5 carry superposed leaves 10, preferably of water 
proof paper. These leaves are attached by staples or 
stitches on the work support, which can be made of hard 
or soft cardboard, synthetic resin or the like, provided 
with suitable fold lines. Instead of using staples 11, the 
block of superposed leaves can be attached by means of 
adhesive, as denoted by reference numeral .14 in FIG. 3. 
A perforation line 12 is provided in order to facilitate 
removal of the used top leaf 10" (FIG. 4) after use and 
enable the removed leaf to be formed into a bag enclosing 
the dirt which has been deposited. 

This is shown in FIG. 4. As shown, separation of the 
topmost leaf 10' is started at the front edge of an upright 
sheet, and the leaf is formed into a bag enclosing the dirt 
in the corner of the niche formed by the support, the 
leaf also being pushed upwards, away from the front edge 
of the base sheet. 
On the sheets 10 and on the band 9, direction for the 

use of the work support can be printed. 
The leaves 10 can also be connected with the edge 13 

‘by means of glue applied to the edges while held in align 
ment. They can also be connected in this manner with a 
covering or wrapping layer. 

Various details described above and shown in the draw 
ings can be changed within the purview of the invention, 
which is intended to be limited only by the appended 
claims. 
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What I claim is: 
1. A work support comprising a base sheet having a 

pair of intersecting edges, and a pair of upright sheets 
having bottom edges joined respectively to said edges of 
the base sheet, said upright sheets being joined together 
and de?ning a vertical arris, said base sheet is arranged 
to fold up between the upright sheets, and all of said 
sheets being ?exible so that they can be folded together 
in such a way that they form a relatively ?at ensemble 
in the shape of a book, ‘which has sidewalls corresponding 
to said upright sheets. 

2. A work support according to claim 1, in which 
superposed leaves cover the base sheet and inner faces of 
the upright sheets. 

3. A work support according to claim 2, in which the 
leaves are of waterproof paper. 

4. A work support according to claim 2, in 'which the 
superposed leaves form a block and have lines of weak 
ness for facilitating tearing. 

5. A work support according to claim 1, having means 
for holding it in a folded position. 

‘6. A work support according to claim 2, in which the 
base sheet has the con?guration of a segment of a circle. 
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7. A block of protective leaves, adapted for lining a 

work support as de?ned in claim 1, and having at least 
three sides intersecting each other, and de?ning at least 
three arrises converging to a corner. 
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